Abstract: Delivery of macromolecular cargos such as siRNA to the cytosol after endocytosis remains a critical challenge. Numerous approaches including viruses, lipid nanoparticles, polymeric constructs, and various peptide-based approaches have yet to yield a general solution to this delivery issue. In this manuscript, we describe our efforts to design novel endosomolytic peptides that could be used to facilitate the release of cargos from a late endosomal compartment. These amphiphilic peptides, based on a chimeric influenza hemagglutinin peptide/cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) template, utilize a pH-triggering mechanism in which the peptides are protonated after acidification of the endosome, and thereby adopt an alpha-helical conformation. The helical forms of the peptides are lytically active, while the non-protonated forms are much less or non-lytically active at physiological pH. Starting from an initial lead peptide (INF7-Tat), we systematically modified the sequence of the chimeric peptides to obtain peptides with greatly enhanced lytic activity that maintain good pH selectivity in a red blood cell hemolysis assay.
Introduction
The use of siRNA to treat various disorders remains a promising potential novel approach for future intervention [1] . Unfortunately, delivery remains a key unsolved issue. Following endocytosis, endosomal entrapment of siRNA-based cargos remains a critical unsolved barrier for efficient delivery of siRNA to the cytosol where it can engage RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) and effect message knockdown [1, 2] . Numerous approaches to enhancing endosomal escape have been tried or are currently under investigation [2] , however to date none have solved the problem. Among these approaches, the use of cell penetrating (CPP) and/or endosomal escape peptides (EEP) has been featured in the literature [3] . The peptides have been used primarily as mixtures with siRNA [1], formulated into lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) [2] , or in a few cases directly conjugated to the siRNA [4] . To date, none of these approaches has shown more than incremental improvement in cargo delivery.
As part of our investigation of siRNA delivery approaches, we decided to make use of small peptides as potential endosomal escape agents. Our initial strategy was to design novel, membrane lytic peptides that used a pH triggering mechanism as a potential safety margin. Similar approaches involving endolytic polymer scaffolds are also currently being investigated for the delivery of siRNA cargos [2] . Ideally, the small peptides would be delivered in a specific, targeted manner to the chosen target cell via conjugation to the cargo using an appropriate linker. After endocytosis, the peptide All peptides were >95% purity by HPLC analysis and demonstrated the correct HRMS profiles. Peptides were tested three times at each pH unless otherwise noted, and the values are reported as the mean. Standard Deviations are reported for peptides with larger n values to provide a reference for the reproducibility of the data. As solubility allowed, testing at pH 7.4 was pushed to the highest possible concentrations to determine as close as possible approximate IC 50 .
We found that the literature cell penetrating cargo delivery peptides 1 (Tat) [21, 22] and 2 (Penetratin) [22] were devoid of lytic activity at both pH 7.2 and 5.5. We also found that the parent influenza hemagglutinin peptide 3 (HA2) had weak but detectable lytic activity at either pH, while the HA2 analog 4 (INF7) [23] showed only a trace of lytic activity at pH 5.5. Given that these types of peptides have been shown in the literature to safely effect cargo delivery to the cytosol, we were encouraged by the potential of optimizing this inherent but weak lytic activity. When peptides 1 and 3 were fused together to create the chimeric peptide 5 (HA2-Tat) [14, 15, 18, 19] a large increase in lytic potency was observed at both pH, with about 3-fold selectivity for the lower pH. This was a quite remarkable finding, indicating that something about the combination of the two peptide sequences was conferring potent lytic activity that was not present in either of the two individual peptides. We prepared several analogs (Table 1, 6-9) of the lead chimeric peptide by combining several known HA2 analogs with Tat and found varying degrees of potent lytic activity with each of these peptides. We theorized that the selectivity of the peptide and its pH responsiveness was governed directly by the pKa of the protonatable groups in the peptide, with the mixture of protonatable sidechains in peptide 6 providing the best overall profile. Peptide 6 (INF7-Tat) [24, 25] was the most potent of these analogs at pH 5.5, while also maintaining the 3-fold pH selectivity of the lead peptide, and this peptide also demonstrated far superior physical properties and solubility behavior versus the others, and as such became our lead peptide for further optimization. We also prepared the chimeric fusion peptides of HA2 and INF7 with Penetratin (Table 1 , 10-11), but surprisingly both were devoid of lytic activity, again confirming the uniqueness of the combination of Tat and the HA2-like peptides. A preliminary CD (circular dichroism) analysis (Figure 1 ) of 6 showed that the peptide had a random coil conformation at pH 7.4, however at pH 5.5 the peptide was strongly alpha-helical, suggesting that the pH switching mechanism that we hoped to build into the peptides and optimize was indeed present [26, 27] .
Molecules 2019, 24, x 4 of 22 activity, again confirming the uniqueness of the combination of Tat and the HA2-like peptides. A preliminary CD (circular dichroism) analysis (Figure 1 ) of 6 showed that the peptide had a random coil conformation at pH 7.4, however at pH 5.5 the peptide was strongly alpha-helical, suggesting that the pH switching mechanism that we hoped to build into the peptides and optimize was indeed present [26, 27] . 
SAR and Optimization of Lytic Activity for Lead Peptide 6
To fully examine the SAR surrounding the lead peptide 6, as well as optimize the peptide for lytic activity and selectivity, we began a position-by-position amino acid walkthrough across the entire peptide sequence. Each amino acid in the INF7 portion of the sequence was varied individually, and selective changes were made to the Tat portion of the peptide as well. Positions were varied by charge, polarity, and lipophilicity based on their position on either the polar face or the lipophilic face of a helical wheel diagram of the lead peptide 6 ( Figure 2 ). Table 2 summarizes the RBC lysis data for the position-by-position walkthrough of the INF7 portion of the chimeric peptide. The N-terminal residue (cysteine in most cases) was designated as position 1, moving from Nterminus to C-terminus across the peptides. The use of an N-terminal cysteine in the peptides was not in general detrimental for lytic activity. This is quite interesting in the context of previous publications that have suggested that the N-terminal residues of HA2-like peptides are critical for membrane insertion, with a glycine or other similar residues highly conserved and often a requirement for fusion activity [28, 29] . In several cases, the cysteine was moved to other positions in the peptide sequence, and this had a minimal effect on lytic potency. 
To fully examine the SAR surrounding the lead peptide 6, as well as optimize the peptide for lytic activity and selectivity, we began a position-by-position amino acid walkthrough across the entire peptide sequence. Each amino acid in the INF7 portion of the sequence was varied individually, and selective changes were made to the Tat portion of the peptide as well. Positions were varied by charge, polarity, and lipophilicity based on their position on either the polar face or the lipophilic face of a helical wheel diagram of the lead peptide 6 (Figure 2 ). Table 2 summarizes the RBC lysis data for the position-by-position walkthrough of the INF7 portion of the chimeric peptide. The N-terminal residue (cysteine in most cases) was designated as position 1, moving from N-terminus to C-terminus across the peptides. The use of an N-terminal cysteine in the peptides was not in general detrimental for lytic activity. This is quite interesting in the context of previous publications that have suggested that the N-terminal residues of HA2-like peptides are critical for membrane insertion, with a glycine or other similar residues highly conserved and often a requirement for fusion activity [28, 29] . In several cases, the cysteine was moved to other positions in the peptide sequence, and this had a minimal effect on lytic potency. A drastic effect on lytic potency is observed when the glycine at position 2 is modified. Substitution with charged residues 12a-b, lipophilic residues 12d-e, or a polar residue 12g results in peptides with equal or improved lytic potency and in several cases much improved pH selectivity. In addition, the insertion of a larger "spacer" residue at this position such as a β-alanine (12f) provides a substantial increase in lytic potency at lower pH, while also providing much better pH selectivity. Even a large spacer like three glycines (12c) does not affect the lytic potency at pH 5.5; however, it does appear to affect the pH selectivity somewhat. As previously described above, the promiscuousness of the activity observed at this position contrasts with previous literature reports describing the N-terminal residues of HA2-like peptides [28, 29] . This again points to the uniqueness of these peptides, and strongly suggests a highly disparate SAR for fusion activity and lytic activity, which is solidified by further data generated in our study.
SAR at position 3 (13a-e) clearly points to the requirement for a lipophilic residue at this position. This is not surprising given the position of this residue on the lipophilic face of the helical wheel projection of the peptide. A similar analysis can be made for position 4 (compounds 14a-f), which also lies on the lipophilic face of the peptide. An interesting exception at this position is the glutamic acid analog 14d which does appear to be tolerated in this position and appears to provide an improvement in pH selectivity.
Position 5 (compounds 15a-e) appears tolerant to most polar and charged residues. Again, this is not surprising, given its location on the polar face of the helix, clustered among several charged residues.
The replacement of a glutamic acid at this position with a basic lysine residue (15e) confers increased potency, but compromises selectivity. This is a trend observed at multiple positions bearing glutamic acids across the peptide. Position 6 lies on the interface between the polar and lipophilic faces of the peptide, and as such analogs at this position demonstrate tolerability for both charged (compounds 16c-d) and lipophilic (compound 16b) residues. The glutamic acid analog at this position (16c) is especially noteworthy, providing a 5-fold enhancement of lytic potency at pH 5.5, and excellent pH selectivity. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the CD spectrum of 16c at pH 7 and 5.5, providing clear conformational support for the high degree of selectivity observed with this peptide. This peptide is one of the best performing single amino acid modifications identified in this study and highlights the critical importance of this position for lytic activity. Interestingly, the asparagine analog at this position is not well tolerated and loses all lytic potency. This is an interesting observation and is somewhat difficult to rationalize given the other SAR at this position.
The replacement of a glutamic acid at this position with a basic lysine residue (15e) confers increased potency, but compromises selectivity. This is a trend observed at multiple positions bearing glutamic acids across the peptide. Position 6 lies on the interface between the polar and lipophilic faces of the peptide, and as such analogs at this position demonstrate tolerability for both charged (compounds 16c-d) and lipophilic (compound 16b) residues. The glutamic acid analog at this position (16c) is especially noteworthy, providing a 5-fold enhancement of lytic potency at pH 5.5, and excellent pH selectivity. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the CD spectrum of 16c at pH 7 and 5.5, providing clear conformational support for the high degree of selectivity observed with this peptide. This peptide is one of the best performing single amino acid modifications identified in this study and highlights the critical importance of this position for lytic activity. Interestingly, the asparagine analog at this position is not well tolerated and loses all lytic potency. This is an interesting observation and is somewhat difficult to rationalize given the other SAR at this position. Position 7, occupied in the lead peptide by an isoleucine residue and lying in the center of the lipophilic face of the peptide helix would be expected to be highly intolerant of polar or charged residues, and the SAR directly confirms this. The leucine analog at this position 17c provides a peptide with enhanced potency at lower pH, as well as improved pH selectivity. The charged, basic lysine analog 17a loses all lytic potency at both pH. Once again, as seen with the similar position 4, a glutamic acid (compound 17b) is somewhat tolerated in this position along the lipophilic face of the helix.
In a similar manner to position 6, position 8 lies along the interface between the polar and lipid faces of the peptide helix. As such, this position appears to be one of the most tolerant positions in the entire peptide, able to be replaced by lipophilic/aromatic (18a), charged (18b-e), or small/no sidechain (18f, 5) containing amino acid residues. Only the histidine analog (18c) at this position produced a reduction in lytic potency at pH 5.5. In terms of pH selectivity, there was no clear trend, but all the analogs were either balanced in terms of pH selectivity or showed improved selectivity versus the lead peptide.
Position 9 of the peptide lies along the polar face of the peptide helix and as such would be expected to tolerate polar and charged residues 19a-c, and this is confirmed by our data. This position surprisingly is also tolerant of a lipophilic residue (19d), in a similar manner to the glycine 2 residue that is located close by on the peptide helix. Also, in a similar manner to glycine 2, a glutamic acid residue (compound 19c) is well tolerated at this position and provides a 3-fold increase in lytic potency at pH 5.5 as well as an increase in pH selectivity. The fact that these two glycine residues are close to each other on the peptide helix and share some common SAR features may indicate that this region of the peptide is acting as a unit to govern overall peptide behavior.
Position 10 of the peptide lies on the lipophilic face of the peptide helix and our SAR analysis at this position indicates a strong preference for non-polar/non-charged residues. Glycine (20a), alanine (20b), and leucine (20c) each provide increasing lytic potency at pH 5.5 as the size/lipophilicity increases of the sidechain. Interestingly, a similar trend is seen at pH 7.4, with lytic activity increasing with sidechain size/lipophilicity. Unlike several other residues in this region, neither acidic (20e) nor basic (20f) amino acid sidechains are tolerated at this position.
SAR at position 11 of the lead peptide also appears to be largely governed by its position on the lipophilic face of the peptide helix. The glycine substitution (21a) at this position provides a peptide devoid of lytic activity, however gradually increasing the size of the substituent here from a methyl (alanine; 21b) to a larger carbon chain (leucine; 21c), to finally a large aromatic substituent (tryptophan; 21d) results in concomitant increases in lytic potency at pH 5.5. In each case, selectivity is maintained or increased, indicating that this position may be an important handle for introducing increased pH selectivity into the peptide. Replacement with a polar sidechain (asparagine; 21e) or a charged sidechain (lysine; 21f) results in complete loss of lytic activity at both pH.
Position 12 of the parent peptide is located on the polar face of the helix, in an area that appears to be a cluster of glutamic acid residues. Interestingly, replacement of this glutamic acid residue with lipophilic residues such as a leucine (22a) or a tryptophan (22b) produces peptides with equal or improved lytic activity at lower pH; however, the peptides become equipotent at physiological pH as well. A basic lysine residue (22c) or an unsubstituted glycine residue (22d) at this position produced peptides that retain some lytic activity at pH 5.5, although the activity is diminished from the parent peptide.
Positions 13 and 14 define a region of the INF7 portion of the peptide that has been described by previous authors as a "hinge region" in HA2 peptides [30] [31] [32] , providing flexibility between separate N-terminal and C-terminal helical regions and allowing the peptide to form a "boomerang" or U-shaped conformation that is theorized to aid the peptide in penetrating biological membranes for fusion activity [30] [31] [32] . We incorporated several amino acids at each of these positions that were designed to test this hypothesis. Theoretically, a proline at position 13 might serve as an excellent mimic of such a hinge; however, we found that substitution of proline (23a) at this position produced a complete loss of lytic potency. Substitution with glycine at this position (23b), which may also be able to support a hinge mechanism, was better tolerated and provided a profile equal to the parent peptide. Increasing the size of the amino acid sidechain at this position from leucine (23c) to tryptophan (23d) provided peptides with equal or better lytic potency at pH 5.5 versus parent. Charged residues such as lysine (23e) or glutamic acid (23f) also provided peptides with equal or better lytic potency at pH 5.5 with good selectivity versus physiological pH. Position 14 showed a somewhat different profile, with highly charged residues such as glutamic acid (24a) or lysine (24b) not well tolerated, but less charged/polar residues such as asparagine (24c) or histidine (24d) showing moderate lytic potency. In contrast to position 13, proline (24e) was well tolerated, showing a slight loss in potency at lower pH with only slight pH selectivity observed. Interestingly, replacement of the glycine with an alanine (24f) led to a peptide with a potent, balanced lytic profile, while replacement with the lipophilic/aromatic tryptophan (24g) produced a peptide with lytic potency similar to parent at acidic pH, with improved pH selectivity.
The tryptophan residue at position 15 lies on the lipophilic face of the peptide in a helical projection, very close to the interface/transition between the lipid and polar faces of the peptide. Interestingly, replacement of the tryptophan with a glutamic acid (25a) produces a peptide that exhibits an inverted pH profile. This peptide was one of the most lytically potent peptides we observed at physiological pH. Changing the charge at this position from negative to positive as in the lysine replacement (25b) provided a peptide that was inactive at both pH. This position appears to be quite important for pH selectivity as demonstrated by these two oppositely charged amino acid analogs. Simply replacing the tryptophan with a lipophilic but non-aromatic leucine residue (25c) provided an approximately two-fold increase in lytic potency at acidic pH while also improving the pH selectivity.
Position 16 appears to be one of the more tolerant positions along the peptide backbone and was largely tolerant of all amino acid changes that were made. Simple modification of the glutamic acid to an aspartic acid provided a peptide with several fold enhanced potency at pH 5.5 (26a). A positively charged residue at this position (26b-d) also maintained some level of potency and selectivity, with the lysine sidechain at this position (26c) providing one of the overall best profiles of all peptides in the study. A non-charged, polar residue such as asparagine maintained good potency at pH 5.5 with enhanced pH selectivity (26e). Small alkyl sidechains (compounds 26f-g) at this position maintained some level of lytic potency and pH selectivity, while even a glycine (26h) maintained some level of potency at acidic pH with good pH selectivity. Several the modifications at this position demonstrated complete pH selectivity, confirming this residue as another key position for maintaining the desired pH balance.
Modification of the glycine residue at position 17 provided several interesting novel peptides. Substitution with an alanine residue at this position (27a) provided a peptide with enhanced potency at pH 5.5, but a blunted maximal lytic effect. Addition of a charged sidechain at this position, whether negative (27b) or positive (27c) provided peptides that maintained lytic potency at pH 5.5 but showed somewhat enhanced pH selectivity. Interestingly, the asparagine analog (27d) demonstrated a very nice overall profile, with enhanced potency at lower pH and improved pH selectivity.
The methionine residue at position 18 was of particular interest to us, since we had seen some propensity for oxidation to occur at this position on storage of the peptide in solution. Consequently, we were eager to explore alternative amino acid substitutions at this position. We prepared samples of both potential oxidation products at this position, and both the sulfoxide (28a) and sulfone (28b) were completely devoid of any lytic activity at either pH. Interestingly, if one looks at the helical projection of the peptide, this residue lies near the center of the lipophilic face of the peptide, and consequently polar substitutions would be likely to be detrimental to stability of the helix and in turn lytic activity. Confirming this hypothesis, replacement of this residue with polar, uncharged sidechains (26c-f) resulted in peptides that were lytically inactive at both pH. Intuitively, one would also expect that lipophilic sidechain modifications at this position would much better tolerated, and that does appear to be the case. Substitution with either a leucine (28g) of a norleucine (28h) provided peptides with enhanced lytic potency at pH 5.5 and similar selectivity to parent. Aromatic sidechain-containing residues such as tyrosine (28i) and phenylalanine (28j) were also well tolerated, providing equal or better lytic potency at pH 5.5 with somewhat enhanced pH selectivity. As expected, complete deletion of the residue (28k) provided a peptide with only very weak lytic activity, presumably due to the disruption of the overall amino acid sidechain arrangement of the helical form of the peptide.
Replacement of the isoleucine at position 19 provided a somewhat interesting SAR. Replacement of this highly lipophilic, branched residue with a very similar leucine residue (29a) surprisingly resulted in a loss in lytic potency. Shrinking the sidechain even more to an alanine (29b) resulted in a complete loss of lytic activity. However, completely removing the sidechain and substituting with a glycine residue (29c) restored the lytic activity to near the level of parent, with enhanced pH selectivity also observed. Substitution with an uncharged polar residue (29d) provided a peptide with improved lytic potency at pH 5.5 and improved pH selectivity. Substitution with a positively charged lysine residue (29e) provided a peptide with an almost identical profile; however, substitution with a negatively charged residue (29f) resulted in a complete loss of lytic activity. It is difficult to rationalize the observations made by changing the sidechain residues at this position, other than to speculate that if one looks at a helical projection of the peptide, this residue lies close to the interface between the lipophilic and polar faces of the amphiphilic helix, and this may in part help to explain the somewhat contrary SAR observed for this position.
Position 20 appears to be one of the least tolerant positions in the peptide sequence. Modification from glutamic to aspartic acid at this position (30a) resulted in a loss of lytic potency, and substitution with small (30b) or large (30c-d) lipophilic sidechains completely obliterated lytic activity.
Contrary to the observation for position 20, position 21 appeared highly tolerant of substitution and proved to be an excellent position for enhancing lytic potency at pH 5.5 as well as optimizing pH selectivity. Substitution with alanine at this position (31a) provided a peptide with equal lytic potency to parent at pH 5.5 but enhanced pH selectivity. Adding a larger lipophilic sidechain such as leucine (31b) provided enhanced lytic potency at low pH while maintaining a similar selectivity ratio to parent. Interestingly, substitution of isoleucine at this position (31c) provided similar lytic potency to parent at pH 5.5, but greatly enhanced pH selectivity. Substitution with the larger lipophilic/aromatic sidechain of tryptophan (31d) provided a peptide with enhanced lytic potency at pH 5.5 and improved pH selectivity; this individual peptide had one of the more favorable overall profiles of all the peptides tested. Substitution with a polar, uncharged asparagine residue (31e) resulted in a reduction of lytic potency and selectivity, however charged polar residues such as lysine (31f) or glutamic acid (31g) were tolerated with equal lytic potency at pH 5.5 and improved pH selectivity.
Positions 22-24 compose the "WYG addition" to the C-terminus of the INF7 portion of the chimeric peptide. Addition of the WYG residues that are present at the C-terminus of the native HA2 fusogenic peptide to numerous similar peptides has been reported in the literature [33] to provide increased membrane affinity and fusogenic potency, so we sought to incorporate this into our sequences from the beginning of our investigations. Indeed, two of the first peptide sequences that we prepared were the parent with and without the WYG addition. Interestingly, removal of the WYG insert from the parent chimeric peptide (32a) resulted in a complete loss in lytic potency, suggesting the critical importance of this small addition to the peptide. The uniqueness and specificity of this small insert into the parent chimeric sequence was confirmed by simply substituting a GGG spacer for this sequence. This peptide (32b) was also lytically inactive. It is difficult to infer why these three amino acid inserts are so critical to the activity of these peptides. If one compares the helical distribution of the peptides with and without these three amino acids, both peptides are remarkably similar in their amphiphilicity and amino acid distribution. The peptide with the WYG insert does add an additional tryptophan to the lipophilic face of the peptide in a region that is quite close to another tryptophan residue at position 15, and there has been some experimental evidence published [33] suggesting that this residue is a key residue for anchoring the HA-2 family peptides in the membrane. So, it is possible that the additional tryptophan may aid in this membrane anchoring process, however this remains highly speculative and there is no definitive experimental evidence to support this hypothesis.
The individual residues at positions 22-24 were also varied in an independent manner as with the rest of the peptide. Position 22 proved to be somewhat intolerant to various changes. Substitution with a smaller, non-aromatic but lipophilic leucine sidechain (33a) resulted in a peptide with an inverted pH profile, and further reduction of the size of the sidechain to a methyl (33b) resulted in lower in lytic potency at both pH. Completely removing the side chain (33c) by substitution of a glycine at this position eliminated lytic activity at both pH. Substitution with a polar, non-charged asparagine residue (33d) provided a peptide with reduced potency at both pH, but a favorable overall selectivity profile. Substitution with either a positively charged lysine residue (33e) of a negatively charged glutamic acid residue (33f) provided peptides with reduced lytic potency. In general, the tryptophan at this position does indeed appear to be very important for maintaining lytic activity.
Variation at position 23 also provided some interesting and somewhat surprising results. Shrinking the sidechain to a methyl (34a) resulted in a complete loss of lytic potency. Replacement of the aryl sidechain with a heteroaryl imidazole (34b) provided a peptide with reduced lytic potencies at both pH. Interestingly, substitution with an asparagine residue at this position (34c) resulted in a ten-fold increase in lytic potency at pH 5.5, and a corresponding three-fold increase at physiological pH. A glutamic acid substitution lowered lytic activity at both pH but provided a peptide with a favorable overall pH profile.
Several single amino acid variants at position 24 were also examined. Modification to an alanine at this position (35a) resulted in a peptide with similar lytic activity at pH 5.5 to parent but improved pH selectivity. Modification to a large lipophilic aromatic residue (35b) at this position provided a peptide with apparently enhanced lytic activity at both pH; however, the peptide did not provide maximum activity at lower pH. A similar profile was seen for substitution with a glutamic acid at this position (35c), with the peptide providing only 60% maximum lytic activity at lower pH.
Beyond the systematic single amino variants at each position of the INF7 portion of the chimeric peptide, we also investigated several other important peptide analogs. The results for these subsequent peptide analogs are summarized in Table 3 . One series of analogs that we wanted to consider was the possibility of inserting a spacer between the INF7 and Tat portions of the chimeric peptide. Moving the position of the cysteine residue from the N-terminus to the center of the peptide (36a) provided a peptide with a balanced lytic profile. Inserting a GGG spacer between the two component peptides (36b) provided a peptide with two-fold enhanced lytic potency at pH 5.5, and improved pH selectivity versus physiological pH. Given this interesting result, we attempted to make the spacer between the two individual peptide chimeras larger by inserting amino/acid terminated peg spacers. Quite remarkably, good lytic potency and pH selectivity were maintained for (peg)3 (36c) and (peg)6 (36d) spacers, and even the (peg)11 (36e) spacer showed a reasonable overall profile. Pushing this to a larger (peg)27 (36f) spacer eliminated lytic activity. All peptides were >95% purity by HPLC analysis and demonstrated the correct HRMS profiles. Peptides were tested three times at each pH unless otherwise noted, and the values are reported as the mean. Standard Deviations are reported for peptides with larger n values to provide a reference for the reproducibility of the data. As solubility allowed, testing at pH 7.4 was pushed to the highest possible concentrations to determine as close as possible approximate IC 50 .
While we did not individually vary the residues in the Tat portion of the chimeric peptide, we did make several interesting changes to this region of the peptide that resulted in favorable contributions to the overall SAR. To favorably alter the overall pH selectivity profile of the parent peptide, we focused on examining multiple changes to the basic, protonatable residues present in the Tat potion of the chimeric peptide. Replacement of all five of the arginine residues with lysines (37a) provided a peptide with reduced lytic potency at both pH. Similarly, replacement of all the arginines with histidines (37b) provided a peptide with slightly improved lytic potency at lower pH, but improved pH selectivity. Adding an additional arginine to the C-terminus of the parent (37c) sequence provided a peptide with a largely identical lytic profile. Interestingly, removal of one of the arginines from the C-terminus (37d) provided an increase in lytic potency at lower pH, along with an improvement in pH selectivity. Given this result, we systematically removed C-terminal residues one by one until we began to see a detrimental effect on lytic activity. Removal of two arginines (37e), or even of the last three residues (two arginines and a glutamine; 37f) provided peptides that maintained good profiles. It was only when the four consecutive C-terminal residues were removed (37g) that a large drop off in lytic potency was observed. Replacing four of the five Tat arginine residues with histidine but maintaining the C-terminal arginine (37h) provided a peptide with one of the most favorable overall pH profiles that we saw in the entire study, exhibiting a three -fold increase in lytic potency at pH 5.5 and enhanced pH selectivity. This peptide was soluble enough that we were able to push the concentration up to as high as 100 µM at physiological pH and saw no lytic activity at this concentration. Once again as stated earlier, the pH responsiveness of the overall chimeric peptide can clearly be changed by altering the pKa and number of protonatable groups present in the peptide. However, being able to control this in a systematic, predictable manner proved to be quite challenging, and once again our efforts were driven primarily by intuition and empirically observed data.
We also examined several other overall variants of the parent chimeric peptide sequence. Simply moving the cysteine residue from the N-terminus of the peptide to the C-terminus of the peptide (38a) provided a peptide with a slightly improved overall pH profile over parent. Simple retro-analogs (38b,c) with the cysteine at either the C-or N-termini showed similar profiles to parent and 38a. The all (D) version of the peptide (38f) once again showed a similar profile, while the retro-inverso peptides (38d,e) showed lower lytic potency at pH 5.5. Interestingly, the similar activity observed for the all (D) peptide strongly suggests that the lytic activity seen with these peptides is likely a function of the alpha-helical, amphiphilic nature of these peptides, is independent of the overall chirality of the peptide analogs and suggests that these effects are independent of direct interactions with any specific binding sites. This may also be important in terms of metabolic stability; the harsh environment of the late endosome is likely a very unfavorable environment for metabolically unstable peptides, and the all (D) versions likely offer substantial advantages in these regards.
Given that the membrane disruptive/lytic activity observed with these peptides strongly appeared to be driven by physiochemical properties such as helicity and amphiphilicity, we wanted to prepare some stapled analogs of these peptides to see if the incorporation of a hydrocarbon staple across the lipophilic face of these peptides would make the transition from a more random conformation to an alpha helical conformation more favorable (Table 4 ) and thus improve lytic potency and/or selectivity. By simply looking at the helical wheel representation of the parent peptide (Figure 2 ), several potential target stapled peptides were identified. We chose to initially try stapling between the following residues using i,i+7 hydrocarbon staples: L3 and F10, F4 and Ill, and Ill and M18. We consistently used the same amino acid side-chain lengths for each analog (5 carbon terminal olefin for the more N-terminal residue, and 8 carbon terminal olefin residues for the more C-terminal residue of the staple) as suggested by the literature [34] [35] [36] and followed established literature guidelines [34] [35] [36] for stereochemistry at each residue. Hydrocarbon stapled peptides were synthesized using standard Fmoc-solid phase peptide chemistry, with the metathesis reaction performed on resin using Grubbs Gen. II catalyst [34] [35] [36] , followed by deprotection and cleavage. All three hydrocarbon stapled analogs (39a-c) showed impressive lytic activity at pH 5.5 that was equal to or better than parent with good pH selectivity. However, compound 39b, which had the hydrocarbon staple spanning from residue 4 to residue 11 showed one of the best overall profiles of all the peptides tested in this study. This result further strengthens our hypothesis regarding the critical importance of the amphiphilic, alpha-helical character of the peptides for achieving potent lytic activity. Unfortunately, these stapled derivatives proved quite difficult to work with due to inherent issues with solubility and aggregation, as well as poor synthetic yields coupled with difficult purifications. Nonetheless, the constraint of peptides in this class using hydrocarbon staples appears to be a promising strategy for enhancing lytic potency and pH selectivity, and further studies to take advantage of this strategy while also enhancing the physical properties of the peptides are in progress and will be reported in more depth in future publications. olefin for the more N-terminal residue, and 8 carbon terminal olefin residues for the more C-terminal residue of the staple) as suggested by the literature [34] [35] [36] and followed established literature guidelines [34] [35] [36] for stereochemistry at each residue. Hydrocarbon stapled peptides were synthesized using standard Fmoc-solid phase peptide chemistry, with the metathesis reaction performed on resin using Grubbs Gen. II catalyst [34] [35] [36] , followed by deprotection and cleavage. All three hydrocarbon stapled analogs (39a-c) showed impressive lytic activity at pH 5.5 that was equal to or better than parent with good pH selectivity. However, compound 39b, which had the hydrocarbon staple spanning from residue 4 to residue 11 showed one of the best overall profiles of all the peptides tested in this study. This result further strengthens our hypothesis regarding the critical importance of the amphiphilic, alpha-helical character of the peptides for achieving potent lytic activity. Unfortunately, these stapled derivatives proved quite difficult to work with due to inherent issues with solubility and aggregation, as well as poor synthetic yields coupled with difficult purifications. Nonetheless, the constraint of peptides in this class using hydrocarbon staples appears to be a promising strategy for enhancing lytic potency and pH selectivity, and further studies to take advantage of this strategy while also enhancing the physical properties of the peptides are in progress and will be reported in more depth in future publications. 0.94 ± 0.4 (n = 6) 39e (stearoyl)GLFEAIEGFIENGWEGMIDGWYGYGRKKRRQRRC 0.7 >10
All peptides were > 95% purity by HPLC analysis and demonstrated the correct HRMS profiles. Peptides were tested three times at each pH unless otherwise noted, and the values are reported as the mean. Standard Deviations are reported for peptides with larger n values to provide a reference for the reproducibility of the data. As solubility allowed, testing at pH 7.4 was pushed to the highest possible concentrations to determine as close as possible approximate IC50 values. For peptide 40a, the stearoyl group was acylated onto the N-terminus of the peptide, and for peptide 40b, a lysine was added to the C-terminus of the peptide and the epsilon amine was acylated with the steroyl group.
One other modification that we considered was the addition of lipid chains to the termini of the parent peptide (Table 4) . Theoretically, the addition of a lipid to the peptide could aid in interaction
M18. We consistently used the same amino acid side-chain lengths for each analog (5 carbon terminal olefin for the more N-terminal residue, and 8 carbon terminal olefin residues for the more C-terminal residue of the staple) as suggested by the literature [34] [35] [36] and followed established literature guidelines [34] [35] [36] for stereochemistry at each residue. Hydrocarbon stapled peptides were synthesized using standard Fmoc-solid phase peptide chemistry, with the metathesis reaction performed on resin using Grubbs Gen. II catalyst [34] [35] [36] , followed by deprotection and cleavage. All three hydrocarbon stapled analogs (39a-c) showed impressive lytic activity at pH 5.5 that was equal to or better than parent with good pH selectivity. However, compound 39b, which had the hydrocarbon staple spanning from residue 4 to residue 11 showed one of the best overall profiles of all the peptides tested in this study. This result further strengthens our hypothesis regarding the critical importance of the amphiphilic, alpha-helical character of the peptides for achieving potent lytic activity. Unfortunately, these stapled derivatives proved quite difficult to work with due to inherent issues with solubility and aggregation, as well as poor synthetic yields coupled with difficult purifications. Nonetheless, the constraint of peptides in this class using hydrocarbon staples appears to be a promising strategy for enhancing lytic potency and pH selectivity, and further studies to take advantage of this strategy while also enhancing the physical properties of the peptides are in progress and will be reported in more depth in future publications. 0.94 ± 0.4 (n = 6) 39e (stearoyl)GLFEAIEGFIENGWEGMIDGWYGYGRKKRRQRRC 0.7 >10
All peptides were >95% purity by HPLC analysis and demonstrated the correct HRMS profiles. Peptides were tested three times at each pH unless otherwise noted, and the values are reported as the mean. Standard Deviations are reported for peptides with larger n values to provide a reference for the reproducibility of the data. As solubility allowed, testing at pH 7.4 was pushed to the highest possible concentrations to determine as close as possible approximate IC 50 values. For peptide 40a, the stearoyl group was acylated onto the N-terminus of the peptide, and for peptide 40b, a lysine was added to the C-terminus of the peptide and the epsilon amine was acylated with the steroyl group.
One other modification that we considered was the addition of lipid chains to the termini of the parent peptide (Table 4) . Theoretically, the addition of a lipid to the peptide could aid in interaction with and insertion into lipid membranes. To add a lipid at the C-terminus, we added a lysine residue to the C-terminus of the parent peptide and acylated the sidechain amine of the lysine with stearic acid to provide peptide 39d (Table 4) . This peptide showed an interesting, highly lytic profile that was potent and balanced at both pH. Acylation of the N-terminus of the peptide directly with stearic acid and shifting the cysteine conjugation point to the C-terminus provided peptide 39e, which showed two-fold better lytic potency at pH 5.5 and improved pH selectivity. Unfortunately, once again the extremely poor physical properties of the peptides limited the effort in this area.
Of course, after these extensive SAR studies, the clear question becomes how much of this SAR can be combined in an additive or synergistic manner to produce more lytically potent and pH selective peptides. There are literally thousands of possible permutations and combinations of the observed SAR, and we will highlight just a few of the most interesting combination analogs here. In general, we tried to combine some of the most interesting single amino acid changes to look for additivity or synergy.
From the results in Table 3 , there are several interesting trends. In general, potency at pH 5.5 is in almost all cases enhanced, while pH selectivity in almost all cases is also better than parent. So, the overall trend is toward peptides with enhanced profiles. However, the specifics of the combined modifications are quite varied, and peptides with several very different profiles are observed by combining various amino acid changes. While the general trend was toward better peptides, the specific combinations were not always additive or even mutually tolerated. Interesting peptides were found by combining as few as two amino acid changes, or as many as nine amino acid changes (Table 5) . All peptides were >95% purity by HPLC analysis and demonstrated the correct HRMS profiles. Peptides were tested three times at each pH unless otherwise noted, and the values are reported as the mean. Standard Deviations are reported for peptides with larger n values to provide a reference for the reproducibility of the data. As solubility allowed, testing at pH 7.4 was pushed to the highest possible concentrations to determine as close as possible approximate IC 50 .
One of the most interesting peptides in the entire study (compound 53) was obtained by combining optimal modifications at positions 15, 16, 18, and 21; this peptide is among the most lytically potent peptides tested at pH 5.5, while demonstrating excellent pH selectivity. In terms of raw potency at pH 5.5, several peptides with five amino acid changes from parent were observed to possess sub-100 nM potency (compounds 56 and 58), while maintaining respectable levels of pH selectivity. This represents a greater than 20-fold enhancement of lytic potency at pH 5.5 by simple substitution of five key amino acid residues. Even peptides with as many as nine (62) amino acid changes maintained respectable overall profiles that were better than parent.
We were intrigued by the sequence of peptide 61 (Table 5) , which maintains good lytic potency at pH 5.5 and good pH selectivity despite having many anionic residues in the sequence. While the parent HA-2 type and other fusogenic peptides are anionic in nature, and there are known cell penetrating [37] or membrane active/antimicrobial peptides [38, 39] that are largely anionic, most peptides in this space are typically highly cationic peptides. To further probe the relationship of charge to lytic activity and pH selectivity, we prepared a group of analogs based on the sequence of 61, in which we made additional amino acid substitutions using the data gathered from our amino acid walk-through as a guide (Table 5) . Combining the INF7 portion of 61 with the histidine-modified Tat from 37h provided peptide 62, which maintained lytic potency at pH 5.5 while providing full pH selectivity. This peptide is also noteworthy in that it has 14 amino acid positional changes from the original lead structure and maintains good lytic potency and pH selectivity. Substituting additional negatively charged residues into the sequences of 61 and 62 at position 16 provided peptides 63 and 64. Although both peptides lost some lytic potency, they still retain a reasonable level of lytic activity. This is quite interesting in that peptides 63-64 both possess an overall net charge of zero, having 7 positively and seven negatively charged residues in their sequences. These peptides represent the first peptides that we have identified in this series that maintain lytic activity without having an overall positive charge. Similar analogs 64-67 which have slightly modified sequences maintain the overall net zero charge and exhibit quite similar potency and selectivity to 63 and 64. Investigating this further to insert an additional negative charge provides peptide 68, which continues the trend towards reduced lytic potency but remarkably still retains some level of lytic activity and selectivity even with an overall negative charge on the peptide. Again, combining the features of 68 with the histidine-modified Tat from 37h provided peptide 69, which showed an additional potency loss. However, simply removing one of the negatively charged residues at position 16 improved the lytic potency of the peptide at pH 5.5 back into a reasonable range while maintaining good pH selectivity. While the lytic activity of peptides 62-70 is diminished versus the most potent analogs observed in this study, the SAR clearly suggests that negatively charged residues can act in a similar manner to positively charged residues to help drive membrane disruption. This finding once again suggests that overall charge distribution and amphiphilicity likely play a greater role than the actual charge itself in the observed lytic activity. It is also noteworthy that peptides such as 61-70 may constitute novel and unique lytic/membrane active peptide space, and as such it may be possible to use these sequences as next generation leads for further reengineering or optimization.
To elucidate more information regarding the mechanistic aspects of the interaction of these peptides with membranes, we investigated the effects of peptide 38f on extruded multilamellar vesicles in a liposomal leakage model where the liposomal membranes were designed to mimic either RBC or late endosomal membranes. Late endosomal model membranes were prepared using the combination of phosphocholine/phosphoethanolamine/phosphoinositol/BMP, while RBC-mimicking membranes were prepared using phosphocholine/sphingomyelin/cholesterol. We also prepared "shielded" (PEG coated; post-inserted 2 mol% PEG-2000 DMG) late endosomal liposomes designed to prevent fusion events between vesicles. Liposomes were constructed to contain an ANTS-dye and a DPX -quencher (Figure 4) , and the liposomes were treated with a solution of the test peptide at pH 5.5 (late endosomal pH) and pH 7.4 (physiological). Upon lysis of the liposomal membrane, the ANTS dye is freed and on separation from the DPX quencher produces a fluorescent signal which can be quantified to provide the level of leakage observed. Figure 5 summarizes the results for peptide 38f. A clear separation is seen between the leakage activity demonstrated against the late endosomal membrane (LEM) liposomes versus the RBC-mimicking liposomes, with the peptide demonstrating selectivity for the LEM-mimicking liposomes. Leakage from LEM is clearly evident with some observation of fusion/aggregation of these liposomes; coating the liposomes with PEG prevented the fusion and aggregation events but did not prevent leakage. This data suggests that the leakage event is primarily driven by peptide insertion and direct disruption of the endosomal membranes, rather than by "leaky" endosomal fusion events. As stated earlier, we believe that the peptides undergo a pH/protonation-driven conformational change at late endosomal pH, causing them to snap into an alpha -helical conformation, which we believe is the active species that inserts into the membrane leading to disruption and ultimately lysis of the endosomal membranes. Interestingly, we observed an almost "on-off" switch-like behavior for these peptides. The peptides remain inactive until they reach a threshold concentration, as which point leakage begins and rapidly increases. This mass-driven effect is seen often with various classes of membrane active peptides and is suggestive of a carpet-like mechanism of membrane disruption in which the peptides coat the membrane surface and insert into the membrane causing a generalized, detergent-like disruption of the membrane integrity. However, the observed selectivity for late endosome-like membranes is quite interesting. Most cationic, membrane disruptive peptides that behave in a carpet-like mechanism are known to be generalized membrane disruptors with little selectivity. It is likely that in the case of these peptides, the highly amphiphilic, alpha-helical conformation allows for efficient insertion into membranes while the sequence and display of the charged and lipophilic residues is perfect to induce a preference for direct interaction with the more negatively charged lipids of late endosomal membranes. mimicking membranes were prepared using phosphocholine/sphingomyelin/cholesterol. We also prepared "shielded" (PEG coated; post-inserted 2 mol% PEG-2000 DMG) late endosomal liposomes designed to prevent fusion events between vesicles. Liposomes were constructed to contain an ANTS-dye and a DPX -quencher (Figure 4) , and the liposomes were treated with a solution of the test peptide at pH 5.5 (late endosomal pH) and pH 7.4 (physiological). Upon lysis of the liposomal membrane, the ANTS dye is freed and on separation from the DPX quencher produces a fluorescent signal which can be quantified to provide the level of leakage observed. Figure 5 summarizes the results for peptide 38f. A clear separation is seen between the leakage activity demonstrated against the late endosomal membrane (LEM) liposomes versus the RBC-mimicking liposomes, with the peptide demonstrating selectivity for the LEM-mimicking liposomes. Leakage from LEM is clearly evident with some observation of fusion/aggregation of these liposomes; coating the liposomes with PEG prevented the fusion and aggregation events but did not prevent leakage. This data suggests that the leakage event is primarily driven by peptide insertion and direct disruption of the endosomal membranes, rather than by "leaky" endosomal fusion events. As stated earlier, we believe that the peptides undergo a pH/protonation-driven conformational change at late endosomal pH, causing them to snap into an alpha -helical conformation, which we believe is the active species that inserts into the membrane leading to disruption and ultimately lysis of the endosomal membranes. Interestingly, we observed an almost "on-off" switch-like behavior for these peptides. The peptides remain inactive until they reach a threshold concentration, as which point leakage begins and rapidly increases. This mass-driven effect is seen often with various classes of membrane active peptides and is suggestive of a carpet-like mechanism of membrane disruption in which the peptides coat the membrane surface and insert into the membrane causing a generalized, detergent-like disruption of the membrane integrity. However, the observed selectivity for late endosome-like membranes is quite interesting. Most cationic, membrane disruptive peptides that behave in a carpet-like mechanism are known to be generalized membrane disruptors with little selectivity. It is likely that in the case of these peptides, the highly amphiphilic, alpha-helical conformation allows for efficient insertion into membranes while the sequence and display of the charged and lipophilic residues is perfect to induce a preference for direct interaction with the more negatively charged lipids of late endosomal membranes. One might ask if these peptides in general possess cell-penetrating/cargo delivery properties. While this was not the focus of our studies, and we will not detail specific data regarding this, in general we found that these peptides were quite inefficient as classical cell penetrating peptides/cargo delivery peptides. This is not surprising, given that the focus of our SAR studies was to design peptides with maximized membrane disruptive capabilities and was not focused on cargo delivery. Our in -house studies with these peptides and several other classical cell penetrating peptides suggests a huge diversity of properties and behaviors for this entire class of peptides. We have found in general that the cell lines and conditions under which many cell penetrating/cargo delivery peptides are tested largely govern the behavior observed with them and attempts to define the mechanisms of these peptides or to find general rules that could be applied across the board to new peptide design were largely inconclusive. By synthesizing a simple chimeric fusion of two very different membrane active peptides and systematically optimizing for lytic potency and selectivity, we obtained novel peptides with profiles quite disparate from that exhibited by the individual peptides. Our results suggest that that various classes of membrane active peptides likely have quite differing structure-activity relationships, and defining specific, sequence-based rules for novel peptide design would likely prove to be quite difficult. Instead, a more empirical approach employing general consideration of the overall properties and secondary structure of the peptides is likely a better way to optimize membrane interactions. Lipophilicity, charge, amphiphilicity, and helicity appear to be key drivers for these processes. Unfortunately, experimental tools that allow one to make scientifically proven conclusions about specific mechanisms are in general lacking, and results based on flawed models fuel widespread speculation in the field of membrane active peptide/CPP design.
Materials and Methods

Peptides
Peptides 1-10 were synthesized in-house on a CEM Liberty Microwave Peptide Synthesizer (Matthews, NC, USA), using standard Fmoc-chemistry. After cleavage and isolation all crude peptides were purified to >95% purity using reversed phase HPLC (C4, C8, or C18 columns). Stapled peptides 39a-c were synthesized by CPC (Hangzhou, China). All other peptides were custom synthesized externally by Biopeptek (Malvern, PA, USA). Peptides were obtained as N-terminal One might ask if these peptides in general possess cell-penetrating/cargo delivery properties. While this was not the focus of our studies, and we will not detail specific data regarding this, in general we found that these peptides were quite inefficient as classical cell penetrating peptides/cargo delivery peptides. This is not surprising, given that the focus of our SAR studies was to design peptides with maximized membrane disruptive capabilities and was not focused on cargo delivery. Our in-house studies with these peptides and several other classical cell penetrating peptides suggests a huge diversity of properties and behaviors for this entire class of peptides. We have found in general that the cell lines and conditions under which many cell penetrating/cargo delivery peptides are tested largely govern the behavior observed with them and attempts to define the mechanisms of these peptides or to find general rules that could be applied across the board to new peptide design were largely inconclusive. By synthesizing a simple chimeric fusion of two very different membrane active peptides and systematically optimizing for lytic potency and selectivity, we obtained novel peptides with profiles quite disparate from that exhibited by the individual peptides. Our results suggest that that various classes of membrane active peptides likely have quite differing structure-activity relationships, and defining specific, sequence-based rules for novel peptide design would likely prove to be quite difficult. Instead, a more empirical approach employing general consideration of the overall properties and secondary structure of the peptides is likely a better way to optimize membrane interactions. Lipophilicity, charge, amphiphilicity, and helicity appear to be key drivers for these processes. Unfortunately, experimental tools that allow one to make scientifically proven conclusions about specific mechanisms are in general lacking, and results based on flawed models fuel widespread speculation in the field of membrane active peptide/CPP design.
Materials and Methods
Peptides
Peptides 1-10 were synthesized in-house on a CEM Liberty Microwave Peptide Synthesizer (Matthews, NC, USA), using standard Fmoc-chemistry. After cleavage and isolation all crude peptides were purified to >95% purity using reversed phase HPLC (C4, C8, or C18 columns). Stapled peptides 39a-c were synthesized by CPC (Hangzhou, China). All other peptides were custom synthesized externally by Biopeptek (Malvern, PA, USA). Peptides were obtained as N-terminal amines/C-terminal amides unless otherwise noted. All internally and externally synthesized peptides were purified to >95% purity and demonstrated correct masses after HRMS analysis.
RBC Lysis Assay and Analysis
The human red blood cell hemolysis assay was by carried out as described previously [40] with modifications. Briefly, 5 mL aliquots of human blood from healthy individuals were dispensed into 50 mL centrifuge tubes and resuspended in 35 mL of buffer containing 150 mM NaCl and either 20 mM MES adjusted to pH 5.5 or 20 mM HEPES adjusted to pH 7.4. Red blood cells (RBCs) were washed 3 times via centrifugation with buffer and finally resuspended in a total of 50 mL of buffer. For the final assay, 175 µL of buffer solution was dispensed into each well of a clear-bottomed 96-well plate followed by 50 µL of final resuspended RBCs (approximately 2.5 × 107 cells). For transfers of RBCs, wide-bore pipet tips were used to avoid cell damage. Test peptides at the appropriate concentration were first diluted in 25 µL of buffer and then added to the cells. Small amounts of acetic acid and DTT were added to the stock solutions and assay buffer to ensure that the peptides were tested as monomers; the presence of monomers was randomly confirmed by LC/MS analysis of the assay solutions. Serial dilutions of peptides to be tested were prepared in an Easy-Wash (Costar 3368), 96 well plate, in water. Serial dilutions of peptides to be tested were prepared using a multichannel pipet. The standard assay uses a 10 point 2-fold dilution series. Compound dilutions typically are prepared at a 10× (200 µM) concentration in 25 µL final volume. The highest concentration tested was dependent on the material and its respective solubility. Buffer alone and 1% Triton X-100 in PBS were included as negative and positive controls respectively. Dilutions are prepared as either duplicates or single wells depending on the number of samples to be tested and the amount of material available for testing. All steps prior to incubation were carried out with chilled buffers and on ice. Finally, the suspension was mixed with a wide-bore tip, and the plate was covered and incubated at 37 • C for the indicated time. After incubation, the cells were centrifuged for 5 min at 500 rcf, and 150 µL of the supernatant was transferred into a new 96-well clear-bottom plate. Absorbance was measured at 541 nm, and the resulting raw hemolysis figures were normalized to a matching set of RBCs incubated in the presence of 1% Triton X-100 (100% hemolysis control). The known RBC lytic peptide melittin was used as an internal standard in all assays performed. The background absorbance is subtracted from all samples, treating each pH grouping separately. The % hemolysis is calculated for each sample at varied concentrations as a % of the Triton X-100 sample (100% hemolysis), standard curves plotted, and the EC 50 values calculated using ADA. Unless indicated, all peptides were tested a minimum of three determinations at each pH, and the activity is reported as the mean. Standard deviations were determined for the compounds with larger n values, to provide some guidance regarding the variability of the assay.
Circular Dichroism Spectra
CD spectra were collected using a VPR706 spectropolarimiter (Jasco, Easton, MD, USA). The following instrument parameters were used: Peptides were dissolved in a minimum of TFE and were diluted into the appropriate buffer (pH 7.4 = PBS; pH 5.5 = MES) to give a final concentration of 25 µM. Runs are the average of three scans. Samples were prepared by mixing peptide stock solution and buffer directly in a 0.1 cm × 1 cm, 0.5 mL quartz cuvette. Cuvette was cleaned with an aspirating washer with dd-water and methanol until dry.
Conclusions
In summary, a systematic analysis of the sequence of the chimeric INF7-Tat peptide has demonstrated a clear SAR for lytic activity and pH selectivity. This SAR appears to be quite unique to the chimeric nature of these peptides and is disparate from previously observed SAR for the individual peptides. The observed lytic potency and selectivity has been shown to be optimizable by manipulating the pKa of the peptide sidechains to refine the point at which the peptides change secondary structure from a random coil to an alpha-helix. Simultaneously, enhancing/maximizing the overall amphiphilic nature of the peptide helix through targeted modifications of the appropriate lipophilic and charged polar residues also appears to be a key contributor to lytic potency. Several modified peptides were shown to have greatly enhanced lytic potency at late endosomal pH of 5.5 while also possessing much enhanced selectivity versus lysis at physiological pH. This study represents one of the first reports of a highly systematic, position-by-position SAR-based approach to the design and optimization of novel membrane active peptides. Our study clearly demonstrates that direct manipulation of the charge, lipophilicity, and overall amphiphilicity of helical, membrane active peptides can be used in a systematic manner to optimize their potency and pH selectivity. This general set of criteria can be useful to systematically optimize other classes of membrane active peptides such as antimicrobial peptides, CPPs, and various other endosomal escape peptides. Our data suggest that using a systematic, position-by-position optimization strategy for membrane active peptides may lead to significant improvements in activity, while also helping to develop novel chemical space that otherwise would remain largely unexplored. Based on the encouraging results of this preliminary effort, we are continuing to develop novel peptides that may be useful for delivery by enhancing endosomal escape. We are extending these design principles to the investigation of next generation peptides with novel charge distributions and enhanced endosomal escape properties that are membrane active but not membrane disruptive, and as such are less likely to cause safety issues than these highly lytic first-generation analogs. We will report on our continued efforts in due course. Funding: This work received no external funding.
